Mac wireless setup for the BUCKSemployee network

1. In the upper right corner of your screen, click the magnifying glass and type the word Keychain. Click the Top Hit, Keychain Access.

2. In the Keychain Access window, choose the Certificates option under Category (not My Certificates). Verify that you only have one entry for ClearPASS.bucks.edu listed. If you have only one entry, proceed to Step 7.
3. If you have more than one entry for `ClearPASS.bucks.edu` in the Keychain Access window, delete all instances of `ClearPASS.bucks.edu`. Right click or Control+Click on each instance of ClearPASS.bucks.edu and choose **Delete “ClearPASS.bucks.edu”**

4. Click **Delete** to confirm each deletion.

5. Click the 🌐 wireless icon in the upper right corner of your screen. Click on the **BUCKSemployee** wireless network to reconnect and establish a new certificate.
6. Click **Continue** to accept the new security certificate and return to Step 1.
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7. Double click the entry for **ClearPASS.bucks.edu** in the Keychain Access window.
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8. Click the ▼ gray triangle next to **Trust** to expand the details.
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9. Use the dropdown menu for each of the following options and change them to **Always Trust**:  
   - Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)  
   - Extensible Authentication (EAP)  
   - X.509 Basic Policy

10. Close the dialog box by clicking the red X in the upper left corner of the ClearPASS.bucks.edu window. Enter your Mac’s password and click **Update Settings** to confirm the changes. You can now enjoy the BUCKSemployee wireless.